LMF House Meeting [12/06/2015]

Full house list: Sasha Steven Lotta Fiona Jacob Mary Sarah Alyssa Ben Carrie Charlotte Daniela Elisa Elise Ian Jesse Pond Sofi Ju Bidisha Diana Xavi Nancy Tiffany Rebecca Helmuth


Tardy: Ju

* denotes excused

———

President Sasha: Re: manbuns: at least they’re not bandannas. Yay Diner! End of the year nettoyages approaching: big chores to do before you go home. Speak French! But other languages are OK too. Sarah: 1/3 of German House people are involved in German. We should be better! Bring back the French table!

Secretary Daniela: Work on bringing in social members.

Ian: Will be moving to Senior House. Talk to me one-on-one if you want to.

Potential move-in discussion. Rebecca: We will have 2-3 open rooms next semester, we should try to fill them ourselves rather than have housing. Sarah: Emily may be coming back. Sasha: Wes might argue in our favor to leave rooms open to have more freshmen next year. Jesse: there will be reshuffling when Hyatt folks move back. We should have a plan in place for if Housing moves someone in without warning. Mary: Brittany might be interested in joining cooking system. Brittany should come hang out. We should have a plan for what to say if Housing unexpectedly move in - although hopefully they will give warning. Consensus: automatically offer full house membership just for the semester. If denied, have food steward training, then allow access to Facilities-owned kitchen things and ask not to interfere with cooking system. Rebecca will try to find out whether if Housing puts someone in, they will automatically be able to stay on for next year.

Sports chairs Bond: 3rd or 4th overall in badminton, yay! We should go out and do sporty things.

VP Elisa: Will research ordering swag, as requested.

Treasurer Charlotte: Absent. Jesse: can we please get a French House credit card. Vote: Yes: everybody. Sarah: will work on obtaining over IAP.
**Education Chair Elisa:** Will have study break next weekend, yay!

**Food Stewards Jesse and Sarah:** Volunteer cooking during finals week, Sunday through Wednesday. If not enough people sign up, will order with GRT money. 2 new spatulas and a potato masher. Proposal to have decent-ish sign out sandwich bread, white and wheat. Yes: 6 No: 5 Abstain: everyone else. Decision to not have sign out bread. There will not be bulk ingredients purchased or cooking organized over IAP. Not food stewards’ job. Use it wisely! Jesse: hints that semi-organized dinners may be happening… Kitchen cleanliness has been a little bit better. Please take things out of drying rack or we will get cockroaches! We have lots of Cuisinart stamps - options are knives, silverware, shears. Google Form will be sent out. Eat Diner leftovers. Proposal: bulk popcorn. Yes: 8 No: 4 Abstain: everybody else. Will have bulk popcorn.

**REX Chairs:** REX happened…

**Social Chair Fiona:** Spring semester will be similar. IAP - will have bigger group excursions like maple sugaring, restaurants, NY, etc. Most people will be here for at least part of IAP. Will also be starting… French House a cappella group! Fiona will work on organizing.

**Tech Chair Jacob:** We STILL need a computer. Should hunt by Stata. Please never unlock anything in TV lounge related to computer.

**Enviro Chairs Jesse and Mary:** Rebecca got us a picture printed, yay! Where should we put it? Could do TV lounge. Sarah: how about bathroom? Sasha: might do a mural next semester! Send personal photos from Diner, etc to Jesse and Mary for going on walls. If there are pictures you are uncomfortable with, tell Mary so she does not print them out.

**NH Rep Sarah:** New House elections are coming up. Consider throwing your name in if you’re interested in anything, don’t forget to vote (for me for President!). People will be coming back on January 23rd, we should do welcoming baking. We are getting a new House Manager!

**GRT Rebecca:** If you are stressed about finals, come talk to me! It’ll be OK, and then it’s going to be Christmas.